Every year, the Stanford University Minority Medical Alliance (SUMMA) hosts one of the largest premedical conferences on the west coast, typically drawing 400-600 attendees each year. Although the conference focuses on increasing the numbers of underrepresented minorities in medicine—all UCR students interested in medical and health careers can benefit from the information presented.

**Transportation**
The MHCP has reserved a charter bus to transport 50 UCR students to this event.

**Get on the Bus with MHCP!**

**Depart:** Friday, February 6, 2009 at 11am  
**Return:** Saturday, February 7, 2009 in the evening

**Housing**
In the past, SUMMA conference organizers have made arrangements for students to stay in a common area of the Stanford University dorms. Once you register, contact the SUMMA organizers for details.

**Stanford University Minority Medical Alliance (SUMMA)**  
251 Campus Drive, Suite 341  
Stanford, CA 94305-5404  
Email: summamed@gmail.com  
http://summa.stanford.edu/

**Sign-up to Attend!**
- **Step 1:** Register for SUMMA  
  http://summa.stanford.edu/
- **Step 2:** Bus Interest RSVP  
  Email: danielso@ucr.edu

**NOTE:**
RSVP with MHCP to indicate your interest in traveling on the MHCP bus by January 9, 2009. Please note transportation may not be available for all. We will contact all interested students about availability after the deadline.

**UCR Medical and Health Careers Program**
University of California, Riverside  
900 University Avenue  
Pierce Hall 1114  
Riverside, CA 92521

Phone: (951) 827-6233  
Fax: (951) 827-6101  
E-mail: mhcp@ucr.edu  
http://mhcp.ucr.edu